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Significance Of Pipe Size 

     Pipe / Trunnion size (DN/NB/OD mm) 

                This is required for proper selection of the support attachment like clamp 

with desired height (C dim as per PHSPL catalogue)  

                A very few Client’s technical data may not have/miss these input data which 

puts the support vendor in a FIX, thus preventing them to move forward or to quote 

with assumptions. 

                Absence of these data many times may not be possible to assume & calls for 

clarification which takes time for getting reply from client.  

In this process vendor may loose time & call for extension which may or may 

not be honoured by the client due to urgency. Thus the client loses  quote from 

reputed vendor. Sometimes if the submission is thru portal, even clarification may 

not be feasible. 

 Under such circumstances, please imagine the situation of the reputed 

vendor who could not even participate with proper quote. As such, it can be 

imagined about the seriousness of the issue. 

 

  In case of pipe size, there are four cases to be explained. 

 

1. If pipe is OD (outside diameter) based, then outside diameter or Nb/Nd (nominal 

bore/Diameter) of pipe is adequate for support selection. (Nb or Nd is mere no 

which has a specific relation to OD of pipe) 

 

2. But if the pipe material is FRP, it is appropriate to indicate the exact OD of pipe 

since for a Given Nb of FRP pipe, OD differs than that of regular steel piping. 

 

3.  If the pipe is ID (internal diameter) controlled, in such case it is essential to 

provide the pipe & thickness with tolerances, so as to arrive at the max OD of pipe to 

finalise the correct ID of clamps. 

 

4. If the support is provided on the trunnion welded to parent pipe, then it will be 

appropriate to mention the trunnion pipe size which is the actual support point. 

       

             Some interesting points to mention here about ID controlled pipe 

selection/usage  Id controlled pipe is normally used in critical piping (main steam, 

Hot reheat, Hp by pass Piping) - In order to maintain the required velocity of the 

medium in turn limit the pressure drop between the inlet & outlet points. Further in 

these systems, normally pipe bends are used  which will have 3D or 4D as bend 

radius instead of conventional elbows(1.5D or 1D as radius) for  many technical 

reasons.  

 



(Normally such bends will have straight portion like clamping, trailing lengths 

before and after bend radius). Such bends will have higher thickness than the normal 

straight pipe thickness to take care of bend thinning effect for the same ID of pipe. 

Hence bend pipe OD & straight pipe OD will be different. This in turn will have 

different OD of pipe clamp. Hence clamp ID (equals OD pipe arrived based on Id + 2x 

wall thick) of support located on straight portion of pipe bend & straight pipe will be 

different. This is to be kept in mind while providing the technical data by client. 

Else there will be mismatch at site, thus hampering the erection critically.  

     

 

Trunnion Size- 

 In some of the supports, especially in vertical pipe supports client may 

use/weld suitable pipe on   to the parent pipe. 

 In some exceptional case client may provide vertical trunnion pipe on top of 

horizontal pipe to clear any drain tapping at the bottom of support point.  

This will be normally two sizes less than the parent pipe size. This pipe is 

normally termed as trunnion pipe. 

 In such case the clamp id will be as per OD of the trunnion pipe only & NOT 

the parent pipe. 

      

       Please see attachment on next page.  

 

          For past newsletters please look up our website www.pipehangers.in  

 

 

 

About Pipe Hangers:  

A Global Solution to Spring Hangers and Supports  

We are the leading manufacturer of spring hangers, supports & accessories. 

Over the past 37 years we have supplied to major power plants, refineries, 

nuclear installations & process industries in India & several International 

projects. 



                              
                                                                                                                                                                           


